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Abstract: Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the noamality of a finite product 
of locally compact linearly ordered spaces, and for a space which is tile uncountable proc?luct of 
a locally compact linearly ordered space with itself. In ad ition, necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions are given for the normality of a psoduct space al! of whose .factors are ordinal spaces. 
AMS Subj. Class.: 54B10,54D15,54FOS L normality products ordered spaces - -_--I 
The fact that tht: product of two line 
need not be a normal space, Tven if one 
ently first recognized by E. Cech with t 
is not normal. This was later generalize 
ery non-paracompact linearly ordered space produ 
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onditions for the nor rbitrary product of 1L~early or- 
conditions in Theorem 3 in 
orollary we have thal if w, is 
an un~c~u~~tab~~ regular ordinal, then [O,o,)m is normal if and only if 
a’ (The cardinal of the initial ordinal G), is denoted by ‘%a; we dis- 
h between them for the sake of clarity.) 
linlearly ordered space is a totally ordered set with the interval topo- 
e In the following, X will shays denote a locally compact linearly 
red qace. For the convenience of the reader, ae recall some of the 
definitions in f 9 I l A gap of X is a Dedekind cut 4 I B) of X; that is X = 
A u B, every element if A precedes every element of B, A has no 1~s;: 
element and B has no first element. If both A + @ and B # Q), the gap is 
called an interior gap; if A = 8 (B = $3) it is called a left (right) end-gap. 
~4s in [ 61, we observe that a gap (A I B) of X can be regarded as an ele- 
ent y which is not a member of X, but which satisfies x < 7 for all x 
in A, x > y for all x in B, (+, 7) = {x E XI x < y) has no last element and 
-+) = {x E XI x’ > r) n10 first element. 
efine the Zeft-tyjye c:r” a gab y of X, denoted T (y), as follows: r_(y) = 
if y is a left end-gap or if 7 is the limit from theieft of interior gaps of 
; otherwise, r_(y) is defined to be the smallest ordinal such that there 
exists a strili;tly increasing sequence {xA 1 X < i_(y)} of points of X which 
(+, y). The right-type c f y, denoted by r, (y), is defined ana- 
jte that whenever QySS # 0, it must be a regular initial ordinal 
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strorzgly regtakv of type w, if it is reg 
f X, 7_(r) 3 0 implies that T_(T) = U, and 7, 
implies that 7+(y) = ~3,. 
It 17 easy to see that a locally compact 1 nearly ordered space is of 
quask:*Juntable type if and orly if it is pa acompact; also,, if 
reguli clE type GI, (for an uncountable re 
COUK kb I’ compact if and only if it is stro ly regular of t.ype c3, aild 
has c :lv 5nitely many gaps. Such spaces satisfy another conditk 
will PI .8~ : seful. Given a cardinal number 311 > H,, we will say that a space 
is (c I ompact if it is n-compact for all infinite n < 111 y that is, if eve 
open f: I \:I” of the space consisting of II < 111 sets has a finite subcover;, 
equiv %I tly [ 1, IT t9 p. 201 a sp;“ce is (<nI)-compact if every infinite 93 
set * ’ f cardinality <HI has a complete accumulation point in t11.e 
sp?J _Y f t. point p.in a topological space P s a complete uwumda tiou 
poz Y of an nnfmite subset S of P if every ighborhood of p meets S in 
a SC t wiiijl the same cardinality as S.) 
A limit ordinal X is called sewential if there is a countable set of wdi- 
nals < X which is cofinal with - >. The symbol 1 S 1 denotes the cardina 
of the set S. 
Before proving our first lemma, we observe that since X is locally 
pact, it can be decomposed into a disjoint union of open-closed inte 
witka no interior ga?s, each maximal with respect to the property elf“ hav- 
ing IIQ interior gaps. This decomposition wi!l 
id decomposition of X. 
lation point q E Q, 
) := q for almost all 
losed, so that p is 
hus ii-c = ‘RC, 
e next lemma is 
em 41 I9 and is 
showing that YC is closed. 
a variation of part of a theorem of 
proved similat!y . 
III be an uncountable cardinal number. Let P be a para- 
mpact space such that each point of it has a neighborhood base of 
inality less than 111, and let Q be a (< 111 )-compact normal space. Then 
ecjrem is an extension of the one in [ 
gap pyi. Then the protiuc 
lowing two cases: 
(1 ‘)a rlr,,) =oh:l Gi,(m--1,a_ 
alli< m. 
(2’). Ttlere exists k > 2 and an uncountabl 
that T_(T~) = ~3, for all i < k, In_ = C) for a 
all i, 1 G i G m. 
If (1’) holds, then 7 (7,) = W, > w for 
1 < i < m) is normal as in (1) abovt::, an 
ucq has a neighborhood base of cardinality < 
mQl for each i < m. Ah, since the only gap of Yry is a ri 
left-type cs,, Y’ is (< H+ompact. Thus the n&ma1 
(Y,I 1 < i < m} follows from Lemma 3. 
e (2’) holds, I.,emma 3 is in gives the resul 
This can be esta 
technique as in [9, emma 31, using in 
this paper. 
e be 
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us we ~i41 be done if we can produce two disjoirtt closed,subsets of 
[O,o,j”” whose closure:s in [ 0, GI), ] *a a.re not disjoint. ut this is easy: 
3e the diagonal in [O,O,)“~~ an he set 0f points 
1 i’ < qJ’ , where xi = i il i, and .s; = h if h > i. Then 
a all of whose coordinates are .q is im the closure 
a. A and I? are clearly disjoint (in [O,W~)‘~), 
and A is closed because [O,GQ) is I-Iausidorff. Thus il: remains only to 
ow that B is closed. This can be done: by observing that for a point 
not in B, there are two possibilities: either (1) there exists 
h, < o, wit% h, G p0 such that pAO # pO, or (2) there exists X0 > p. 
therwise? p = -& in B with i = po. If c 1) holds and 
q @x0* pd) I CI n~l[O,p~,] ; if (1) holds and phO > po, 
I (7 nii (po,pA,] . If (;!) holds with phO < ho, put ,‘v = 
f (2) holds with pko >b ho put N = n,‘(pO,hO] n 
each case, it is easy to see that N is a neighborhood of p 
disjoint from B, so I3 is closed. 
In the proof of Proposition 1, we observed that the argument in [ 7, 
Chapter 5 1, can be used to show that whenever o, is not sequential, 
thLen P[O,o,) = [ 0, ~~1. This argument can also be applied to show that 
whenever X has at most two gaps, a left end-gap y1 with T+(“JI) = (cJ~, 
and ;a right end-gap y2 with T&) = wB! where ~3, and op are non-s?- 
then flX = XI. However, if-x has more than two gaps it is easy 
at /3JT is never the same as X’. But we do have, the follc+ng 
If X has only finitely many gaps, then for each point p in 
&her every neighborhood of p meets I coinitially or every neighbor- 
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To complete t roof, we must shc~ that every neighbo 
in the same Ii or every neighborhood of p is co 
ere not the case, then for each E’ there 
neighborhoods Uj and with Ui not csinitial in Ii an 
nal in Ii* Then i) is a neighborhood of p 
coinitial in any Ii nor cofinal in any /i, which we heave she 
hus Lemma 5 is proved.. 
Now let X h?.ve only finitely many gaps and assume that it is strong 
regular of’ type W, (for some uncountable regular ordinal ma!). 
< H, and for y C aB, let nr denote the projection of 
Xi I i < 7)) where each Xi =X, ;and Fr the projection of (/3X)“P onto 
Xi = X. For A C X”P, t A’ be the clo 
{Xi 1 i < ‘y}, let BY be 
again, each Xi = X. 
Let F be closed in XKfl and suppose that p = (,p& wp is a point of F’. 
By Lt:mma 5, fc?r each pi which is in @X \ X, either there exists an inter- 
val from the canonical decomposition of X such that every neig 
of Pi meets it cofinally, or there exists one such tlhat every neighborhoo 
of pi :neets it cornitially. If possible, choose an interval such that ev 
neighborhood of pI meets it cofinally, and call it RQPi); otherwise, 
an ink~al L&-j such that every neighborhood cllf’pi meets it c 
Le.! ,‘< :;, ) be the set of pi such that pi is in /3X \ X and such tha 
Ae t4 ..koose an R&). 
F( 4 of. at p is i 
cy* by 
::ach 7 < c+, define a closed subset C, 
CT = {Kii i< T} X {Xii r< i< Wfl}) 
when? Kj is defined zs follows: 
X9 Ki = (pi) ; 
(21 if pi is in S a:n _- .- 1 
i d-- 
) i * 
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*P that 7W n IN, # @ 
+y coordinates, we have 
sse C, is a “cylinder” over 
n the proof of the following theorem, we continue to use the above 
ince the product of ausdorff spaces i usdorff, it follows 
compact, tken Xnr is normal for all nii . following theo- 
that this property characterizes compa is in the spaces 
we are considering. The author wishes to thiank the referee for 
at in [ 1 I 1, Noble has proved that this property charac- 
erizes compactness for all Wausdorff spaces. 
Let X be a locally compact linearly ordered space which is 
ompact and (strongly 
) 
regular of type w, (for an uncount- 
&dinal u,). Then X ” is normal ilr’ and only af an < H, . 
Cfanverseiy, if X is a locally compxt 1inearl:y ordered space such that 
m is normal for some III > H,, then either X is compact, or X is count- 
1 compact and (strongly) regular of type G),, where o, is an uncount- 
regular ordinal with IYI< H,. 
C Let X be counta ly compact and regular of type ~3, 3 G), and 
suppose that X1” is normal. Then since X contains a closed subset homeo- 
orphic to [ 0, WQ), we must have nr< M, by Proposition 1. Thus to 
complete the proof of this half of the theorem, we must show that if X 
is countably compact and regular of type CG, > w then X”’ is nornal 9 
e proceed by transfinite irrduc n. If 1~ is finite, then 
ormal by Theorem 1, so let III be c cardinal < H, and 
suppose that for all n < 111 , X” is normal. cause 31 is infinite, tta = PC, 
for some fl with 0 < fl < cu, so we must show that X*2 is normal. To do 
I.&, WC will show that any two closed subsets of XHP with non-disjoint 
_&I, Comver, Nwm&y and products of %imarly ordered spuces 
, so we can c 
sen (~“1 X< 
ifh iseven,Xh EC, n B 
where for i < 7, 
and 
K”y= 
3 W$ .if P, E S@), 
L(p,) ‘otherwise. 
choose ~9’ E CT n A if 7 is even, and 9 E Cy n B if y is od 
Thus by induction we obtain a sequence {x’ 1 h < up} C 
““Atemates” between A and B and sa isfie:s (% ), (2) a.nd (3) 
,u, p’ -with k < p< 1-1’ < wp. 
Since mp < ~3, where ~3, is a regular olrdinlal, and because 
of type w,, \,ve have lirn {xi” 1 i G X < up} = Xi in X for each 
( ) -‘ci iK “~9 l it is easy to see that x E A n B, so this half of t 
proved. 
The conlverst; follows easily from Theorem 1 an 
theorem of Stone [ 12, CQrollary to 
R.A, C’onover, Normaliry and prods tcrs of Ii&earl' ordered spaces 
uncountable regular ordinal ~3, su.ch 
for all i in I, u I,, and both 1 I, 1 and 
lication of what as already been 
r the fact in (2) and (3) that the normality of 
hen 1, 
Let U, be an uncountable regular ordin 
collection of non-zero ordi.inal numbers. 
is not normal. 
that IIS = H,; we can assume that P = (C&I,) with no loss 
s in Proposition 1, we will exhibit two disjoint closed sets 
osures in /lP are not disjoint. We put 
and 
‘each Oi = 0. 
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